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Abstract: This paper proposes a new approach named Multi-Preview Control to achieve an on-line control of trajectory
tracking and obstacle avoidance for redundant manipulator. This control strategy locates between on-line local method
and off-line global method (path planning). In the trajectory tracking process, the configuration of manipulator is required
to possess avoidance manipulability as high as possible in real-time. Multi-Preview Control uses several future optimal
configurations to control current configuration to complete task of trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance on-line with
higher avoidance manipulability and reachability. We compare Multi-Preview Control with Single-Preview Control, and
verify the effectiveness and validity of Multi-Preview Control through simulations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past two decades, redundant manipulators are
used for various tasks, for example, welding, sealing and
grinding. These kinds of tasks require that the manip-
ulator plan its hand onto a desired trajectory (trajectory
tracking) and avoid its intermediate links, meaning all
comprising links of robot except the top link with the end-
effecter, from obstacles existing near the target object and
also the target object itself (obstacle avoidance).
There are many researches on the motion of redun-

dant manipulators discussing how to use the redundancy.
The proposed solutions to this problem can be broadly
categorized into two classes: Global Methods and Lo-
cal Methods. Global Methods [1],[2] solve the collision
avoidance problem by an entire path planning which is
only suited for structured and static environment. More-
over, the computational cost of Global Methods is expen-
sive and usually increases exponentially along with the
number of manipulator’s joints. On the other hand, Local
Methods [3],[4] solve the collision problem in unstruc-
tured and dynamic environment. Local Method’s system
has the ability to be flexible even in surroundings with
limited information. The information of the environment
used in Local Method is naturally restricted to perform
the tasks on-line in limited recognition time.
Our main concern in this research is whether we

can connect the concepts of Local Method and Global
Method by introducing a concept of Multi-Preview Con-
trol strategy. If the future information required for path
planning can be available to use for Local Method, then
it should be possible that the real-time configuration con-
trol in Local Method may approach the configuration be-
havior of Global Method. This is the research direction
what we want to pursue and to make clear. Though this
question has not been announced in this report, we can
posit clue to approach it.
Our research pursues adaptive system using Local

Method. The features of our system are shown in Fig.1

Fig. 1 Processing system for unknown object

where the camera scene area symbolizes the restricted in-
formation of environment. In Fig.1, the camera and the
manipulator’s hand are supposed to move synchronously
to achieve on-line operation depending on the real-time
restricted information. When the camera detects a new
obstacle appearing suddenly in the scene, the manipula-
tor must change its configuration immediately for avoid-
ing it.

In our previous researches, we proposed Single-
Preview Control Method [5] which uses one imagi-
nary manipulator to explore future trajectory informa-
tion to control current actual manipulator. Therefore,
Single-Preview Control Method belongs to classic Lo-
cal Method. Here, we propose a new method named
Multi-Preview Control in this paper. Multi-Preview Con-
trol Method depends on several imaginary manipulators
to acquire the more future trajectory information rather
than only one, although it does not explore entirely the all
trajectory like path planning. Therefore, Multi-Preview
Control Method is in the position between Local Method
and Global Method, the differences of these methods are
explained in section 4. In addition, we will find its merits
by simulations presented in section 6..
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Fig. 2 Structure of n-link redundant manipulator

2. MANIPULABILITY
2.1 Redundant Manipulator’s Kinematics
2.1.1 Position Space
As shown in Fig.2, Σ0 is the world coordinate fixed

in the task space, Σi (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) is a coordinate
fixed at bottom-side of the i-th link, qi is the rotational
angle of the i-th link, n denotes the number of the ma-
nipulator’s links. The position vector of top-side of the
i-th link is denoted as rp,i+1(qi) ∈ Rmp with respect to
Σ0, and the position vector of bottom-side of the i-th link
is denoted as rp,i(qi−1) ∈ Rmp with respect to Σ0. mp

denotes the position dimension number of working space
(1≤mp≤3). rp,n+1(qn) = rp,E(qn) and we simplify as
rp,1 = 0. In this paper, please notice that the all defi-
nitions will omit the left superscript “0” when they are
with respect to Σ0. Whenmp = 3, rp,i+1(qi) is given as
a function of qi and defined as

rp,i+1(qi) =

⎛
⎝

xi+1(qi)
yi+1(qi)
zi+1(qi)

⎞
⎠ . (1)

In Eq.(1), qi∈Rn and it is defined as

qi =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

q1

...
qi

0
...
0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

, (i = 1, 2, · · · , n). (2)

In addition, as shown in Fig.2, Δrp,i(qi) is the vec-
tor connecting bottom-side to top-side of i-th link with
respect to Σ0, so rp,i+1(qi) can be denoted as

rp,i+1(qi) =
i�

j=1

Δrp,j(qj). (3)

By differentiating rp,i+1(qi) in Eq.(3) with time, we
can obtain

ṙp,i+1(qi) =
∂rp,i+1(qi)

∂qT
n

q̇n

=
∂Δrp,1(q1)

∂qT
n

q̇n + · · · + ∂Δrp,i(qi)
∂qT

n

q̇n

=
∂Δrp,1(q1)

∂qT
1

q̇n + · · · + ∂Δrp,i(qi)
∂qT

i

q̇n

= Jp,iq̇n, (4)

then, we can obtain the position Jacobian matrix Jp,i (i =
1, 2, · · · , n) in Eq.(4) as

Jp,i = (
i�

j=1

∂Δrp,j(qj)
∂q1

, · · · , ∂Δrp,i(qi)
∂qi

� �� �
i

, 0����
n−i

) }mp

= (j̃p,i,1, · · ·, j̃p,i,i, 0)

= (J̃p,i, 0). (5)

If we define ΔJp,j as

ΔJp,j = (
∂Δrp,j(qj)

∂q1
, · · · , ∂Δrp,j(qj)

∂qj� �� �
j

, 0����
n−j

) }mp

= (Δj̃p,j,1, · · ·, Δj̃p,j,j , 0)

= (ΔJ̃p,j , 0), (6)

then, Jp,i (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) can be denoted by

Jp,i =
i�

j=1

ΔJp,j . (7)

2.1.2 Orientation Space
Representing the orientational vector of i-th link by

ro,i(qi) ∈ Rmo . Here, mo denotes the orientation di-
mension number of working space (1≤mo≤3). When
mo = 3 and ro,i(qi) is represented by a rather common
definition of “Euler angles” (φi, θi, ψi), and it is given as
a function of qi as

ro,i(qi) =

⎛
⎝

φi(qi)
θi(qi)
ψi(qi)

⎞
⎠ . (8)

By differentiating ro,i(qi) in Eq.(8) with time, we can
obtain

ṙo,i(qi) =
∂ro,i(qi)

∂qT
n

q̇n. (9)

Providing z-axis of Σi represents rotational axis and it is
denoted by zi, the angular velocity vector ωi is

ωi =
i�

j=1

zj q̇j . (10)

And the relation between ωi and ṙo,i(qi) is

ωi =

⎛
⎝

0 −sinφi cosφisinθi

0 cosφi sinφisinθi

1 0 cosθi

⎞
⎠ ṙo,i(qi)

=

⎛
⎝

0 −sinφi cosφisinθi

0 cosφi sinφisinθi

1 0 cosθi

⎞
⎠ ∂ro,i(qi)

∂qT
n

q̇n

= Jo,iq̇n. (11)
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From Eq.(10) and Eq.(11), Jo,i is denoted as

Jo,i = (z1, · · · , zi� �� �
i

, 0����
n−i

) }mo

= (J̃o,i, 0). (12)

Being similar with the description of Eq.(7), Jo,i (i =
1, 2, · · · , n) can be denoted as

Jo,i =
i�

j=1

ΔJo,j . (13)

2.1.3 Conbined Position and Orientation Spaces
According to above analyses in position space (mp =

3) and orientation space (mo = 3) respectively, in the
maximum space ofm = mp + mo = 6, we can define

pi(qi) =
�

rp,i+1(qi)
ro,i(qi)

�
(14)

and

ṙi(qi) =
�

ṙp,i+1(qi)
ωi

�

=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

ẋi+1(qi)
ẏi+1(qi)
żi+1(qi)

ωx,i

ωy,i

ωz,i

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

=
�

Jp,i

Jo,i

�
q̇n

= J iq̇n. (15)

In this way, according to ṙi(qi), we can define

ṙi(qi) = Umṙi(qi)
= UmJ iq̇n

= J iq̇n. (16)

In Eq.(16), Um is an m×6 matrix to select hand’s task
space. For example, when the hand’s task space is given
bym = 3 such as ṙi(qi) = [ẋi+1(qi), ẏi+1(qi), ωz,i)]T ,
Um is a 3×6 matrix as

Um =

⎛
⎝

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

⎞
⎠ . (17)

In addition, being similar with the descriptions of Eq.(7)
and Eq.(13), we can define

J i =
i�

j=1

ΔJ j

= (J̃ i, 0) (18)

and

ΔJ j = Um

�
ΔJp,j

ΔJo,j

�
. (19)

In this paper, the discussion of rank(1M i) will not be
affected whatever joint of the manipulator to be analyzed.

2.2 Manipulability Ellipsoid
Considering a set of tip velocities ṙi of all links be-

ing realizable by a set of joint angle velocities q̇n that
satisfies an Euclidean norm condition, that is, �q̇n� =
(q̇2

1 + q̇2
2 + · · · + q̇2

n)1/2≤1, then the each tip velocity
shapes an ellipsoid in range space of J i. These ellip-
soids have been known as “manipulability ellipsoid”[8],
[9], which are described as

ṙT
i (J+

i )T J+
i ṙi≤1, ṙi∈R(J i). (20)

In Eq.(20), J+
i is pseudo-inverse of J i, and R(J i) rep-

resents range space of J i.

3. AVOIDANCE MANIPULABILITY
SHAPE INDEX WITH POTENTIAL

We proposed Avoidance Manipulability Ellipsoid and
Avoidance Manipulability Shape Index (AMSI) in [6],
and Avoidance Manipulability Shape Index with Poten-
tial (AMSIP) in [5]. Avoidance Manipulability Ellip-
soid is applied from Manipulability Ellipsoid proposed
by Prof. Yoshikawa in [7]. We will elucidate them briefly
in this section.
Referring to Eq.(16), when desired hand velocity ṙnd

is given, q̇n is solved as

q̇n = J+
n ṙnd + (In − J+

n Jn) 1l, (21)

where J+
n is the pseudo-inverse of Jacobean Matrix Jn

and In is a n×n unit matrix. In addition, 1l is an arbi-
trary vector. Trajectory tracking of the hand and colli-
sion avoidance can executed simultaneously through this
vector 1l. Here, control variable 1l is determined so as
to make actual manipulator’s shape at current time q(t)
close to future optimal shape by referring to the future op-
timal shapes of imaginary manipulators. The relation of
the desired angular velocity of the i-th link 1ṙid and ṙnd

is shown in Eq.(22) by substituting Eq.(21) to Eq.(16).
1ṙid = J iJ

+
n ṙnd + J i(In − J+

n Jn) 1l (22)

Here we define two variables shown in Eq.(23) and
Eq.(24).

Δ1ṙid
�
= 1ṙid − J iJ

+
n ṙnd, (23)

1M i
�
= J i(In − J+

n Jn). (24)

According to Eq.(22),Eq.(23) and Eq.(24), Δ1ṙid can be
rewritten as

Δ1ṙid = 1M i
1l. (25)

In Eq.(25), Δ1ṙid is called the first avoidance velocity
and 1M i is am×n matrix called the first avoidance ma-
trix.
Next, we will represent the avoidance manipulabil-

ity measure and the Avoidance Manipulability Ellipsoid.
Providing that 1l is restricted as �1l� ≤ 1, then the extent
where Δ1ṙid can move is denoted as

Δ1ṙT
id(

1M+
i )T 1M+

i Δ1ṙid ≤ 1. (26)
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Fig. 3 The concept of single-preview and multi-preview

If rank(1M i) = m, the ellipsoid represented by Eq.(26)
is named the first complete avoidance manipulability el-
lipsoid. If rank(1M i) = p < m, the ellipsoid is named
as the first partial avoidance manipulability ellipsoid.
The volume of each Avoidance Manipulability

Ellipsoid indicates mobility of each link (shape-
changeability). The larger total volume indicates the
higher whole avoidance manipulability. We evaluated
total volume as Avoidance Manipulability Shape Index
(AMSI). Then we proposed Avoidance Manipulability
Shape Index with Potential (AMSIP) which considers
AMSI and the distance between the manipulator and tar-
get object. And we verified the superiority of AMSIP
through the simulation in [5].

4. CONCEPT
Single-Preview Control and Multi-Preview Control

use the future trajectory information obtained by the
camera to control actual manipulator. Basically, these
methods make the actual manipulator close to the future
manipulator (imaginary manipulator) whose configura-
tion possesses the higher avoidance manipulability and
ensures non-collision. Single-Preview Control uses an
imaginary manipulator with very limited information and
Multi-Preview Control uses several imaginary manipula-
tors with more information.
Fig.3 describes the effectiveness of multiple preview

control, where the times defined by t0, t1, t2, t3 and
t4 respectively. And “•” indicates several local optimal
configurations at each future time whose evaluation val-
ues 1S presented in [5] are plus and are denoted here
by S1a, S1b, S1c (S1a < S1b < S1c) at t = t1, and
S2a, S2b, S2c (S2a < S2b < S2c) at t = t2, and S3a,
S3b, S3c (S3a < S3b < S3c) at t = t3 and S4b, S4c

(S4b < S4c) at t = t4. The value S evaluates supe-
riority of the configuration and safety concerning colli-
sion with the working object, and S < 0 means collision.
The manipulator stays at initial configuration when time
t = t0. If we do not use preview control method, we
almost can not know the future information, so control
of the current manipulator’s configuration will be blind

without any reference. If we use single preview depend-
ing on only one future optimal configuration at one future
time, then the configuration will be controlled to S1c at
time t = t1, to S2c at time t = t2 and to S3c at time
t = t3. Shall we provide that the value of S4a has neg-
ative value represented by “◦” meaning future possible
configuration from S3c can not avoid collision with sur-
roundings or target object. The configuration of redun-
dant manipulator corresponding to S3c at time t = t3
is trapped in hardship because the future information at
only one future time is very local. The real-time mo-
tion will have to be stopped at time t = t3 for safety.
However, if we expand the future information by select-
ing three future optimal configurations at three future
times, which is Multi-Preview. The configuration will
be controlled to S1c at time t = t0 by the future optimal
reachable sequences S0→S1c→S2c→S3c estimated from
Sij(i = 1, 2, 3; j = a, b, c), where the other possible se-
quences S0→S1a→S2a→S3a, S0→S1b→S2b→S3b and
S0→S1c→S2b→S3b are inferior selection. Then, the
possible future sequences at time t1 are restricted
to S1c→S2b→S3b→S4c and S1c→S2c→S3c→S4a, and
then both are evaluated. Then multi-preview controller
can judge and exclude the collision configuration S4a,
then it will choose the future optimal reachable sequences
S1c→S2b→S3b→S4c. By repeating such evaluation of
future configuration sequences and possible route chang-
ing, multi-preview control system will possibly avoid
dangerous sequences connecting to clashing in the future
and can widen out the reachable possibility from current
configuration to goal configuration.
According to above discussion, we can conceptually

think that Multi-Preview Control can improve the limita-
tion of Single-Preview Control.

5. MULTI PREVIEW CONTROL

Multi-Preview Control System is shown in Fig.4
which is a configuration control method to change current
manipulator’s shape satisfying non-collision requirement
by referring to the future configurations based on an on-
line measurement.
It consists of an on-line measurement block, a path

planning block, a redundancy control block and redun-
dant manipulator. On the assumption that current time
is represented by t, and the future times are defined as
t∗i = t + it̃, (i ∈ [1, p]) where t̃ denotes preview time and
i is the number of future times. A measurement block
detects a desirable hand position rd(t∗i ) on the surface of
the target object at time t∗i , which is reasonably assumed
to be possible to detect the future information only in the
detected camera image in Fig.1. Firstly, potential space
based on the detected shape of the target object is created
around it at the path planning block. Then the path plan-
ning block outputs the optimal shape q̃d(t∗i ) correspond-
ing to the maximum 1S presented in [5] at the future time
t∗i (imaginary manipulator) by 1-Step GA. The control
block outputs desired joint angular velocity q̇d(t) that
makes actual manipulator’s shape at current time q(t)
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Fig. 4 Multi-Preview control system

close to the optimal shape in the future by referring to
p�

i=1

q̃d(t
∗
i ).

An equation which realizes this control system is
named as Preview Control Equation and expressed as fol-
lows

q̇d = J+
n ṙnd

+ (In − J+
n Jn)Kv(

p�
i=1

q̃d(t
∗
i ) − q(t)).

(27)

where n×1 matrix
p�

i=1

q̃d(t
∗
i ) − q(t) is defined as

p�
i=1

q̃d(t
∗
i ) − q(t) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

�p
i=1 q̃1d(t∗i ) − q1(t)

...�p
i=1 q̃jd(t∗i ) − qj(t)

0
...
0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (28)

when redundant degrees j remains and the redundancy is
used for the joints from 1 to j.
The transition of AMSIP and the manipulator’s shape

using Multi-Preview Control System is shown in Fig.5.
According to Fig.5, we can find that the manipulator can
always keep higher AMSIP value by usingMulti-Preview
Control. And the AMSIP value obtained by this system
moves from one higher peak to another higher peak as
time in multi peak AMSIP distributions. This verifies the
validity of Multi-Preview Control in 2-dimension by 4-
link planar manipulator.

6. SIMULATIONS
We examine the same simulations with different

controller, such as Single-Preview Control and Multi-
Preview Control, for verifying the validity of the latter.
An top view of the target object is shown in Fig.6 and
corresponding potential spaces are set in Fig.7. In this
simulation, we use exact model of the 7-link manipulator

Fig. 5 Actual manipulator’s configurations in whole
tracking process based on multi-preview control

named PA10 (Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd.) and a
desired trajectory rd is defined as follows

rd =

⎧⎨
⎩

rdx = −0.8[m]
rdy = −0.5 + 0.05t[m]
rdz = 0.6[m]

. (29)

This simulation will end at 18[s].
The working space dimension of the manipulator’s

hand is set at 5, where position dimension is 3 (x, y, z)
and posture dimension is 2 (ωy, ωz). Then the manipula-
tor has 2 redundant DoF because PA10 has 7 DoF. And
we gave this 2 redundant DoF to 1-st joint, q1, and 2-nd
joint, q2. Resolving inverse kinematics of PA10, we can
determine from q3 to q7.
In the simulation using Single-Preview Control, we set

the one future time as t∗ = t + 3[s]. In the simula-
tion using Multi-Preview Control, we set the three future
times as t∗ = t + 3i[s], i ∈ [1, 3]. The simulation results
of Single-Preview Control are shown in Fig.8 and Fig.9,
and the simulation results of Multi-Preview Control are
shown in Fig.10 and Fig.11. Fig.8 and Fig.10 indicate a
configuration transition of PA10, Fig.9 and Fig.11 indi-
cate a distance between PA10 and the working object. In
this paper, we put this distance in a potential space which
is set around the working object and has negative value,
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Fig. 6 Top view of target object

Fig. 7 Potential spaces

Fig.9 and Fig.11 show the potential value. If the poten-
tial value falls below−1000 then the manipulator collides
against the working object. The manipulator in Single-
Preview Control simulation is closing to the working ob-
ject as time according to Fig.8 and Fig.9. On the other
hand, the manipulator in Multi-Preview Control simula-
tion is keeping the desired distance between its links and
the working object according to Fig.10 and Fig.11 since
the potential value [5] is not far than the value of Single-
Preview given by Fig.9.
AMSIP distributions are shown from Fig.12 to Fig.18

with the interval of 3 seconds. A high AMSIP
value means that the manipulator has higher shape-
changeability and keeps the distance between its links
and the working obstacle. In these figures, a white cross
indicates an transient AMSIP value of the manipulator
at the current time when using Multi-Preview Controller
and a white circle indicates an AMSIP value of the ma-
nipulator when using Single-Preview Controller. Please
notice that the both AMSIP values are same when time
t = 0[s] because of the initial configuration. According
to these figures, we find the former is always keeping a
very higher value than latter.
We think above differences have roots in the number

of imaginary manipulators which are used to control the
actual manipulator as reference. In other words, Multi-
Preview Control can reduce the possibility of collision
exploiting future information by using imaginary manip-
ulators.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose and compare two meth-

ods: Single-Preview Control and Multi-Preview Con-
trol. Single-Preview Control belongs to classic Local
Method and Multi-Preview Control is between Global
Method and Local Method. As a results of simulation,

Fig. 8 Process of single-preview control

Fig. 9 Distance in single-preview control

Fig. 10 Process of multi-preview control

Fig. 11 Distance in multi-preview control

Fig. 12 AMSIP distribution at t = 0[s]
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Fig. 13 AMSIP distribution at t = 3[s]

Fig. 14 AMSIP distribution at t = 6[s]

Fig. 15 AMSIP distribution at t = 9[s]

Fig. 16 AMSIP distribution at t = 12[s]

Fig. 17 AMSIP distribution at t = 15[s]

Fig. 18 AMSIP distribution at t = 18[s]

we show Multi-Preview Control is superior to Single-
Preview Control and it has merits of Global Method and
Local Method.
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